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ABSTRACT

This Snrd1, int,estigates the second language acquisition oJ' the English article s1;stem h), Sinhalese
learners in order to find out the role o.f certain semantic uniyersals of the Universal Gramrncrr during
the ctcquisition process. The English article q)stem presents man,v- problems./br non-native spettkers of'
English, particularly tthen they do not have an eqtti,-alent strltcture in their first language. In the
pedagogical literature teachers of English as a Second Langttage GSL) teport that orticles are o.ften

their number one dfficulty. ESL tectcher.t Jind it dillicult to understand how or u,h), their stuclents
choose to use the articles in the -'ay thet; do. Therefbre, lhe purpose of this study is to see whether or
not Ll Sinhalese leanters of English fluctuote beht'een flto semantic notion,s namellt; speci/icity oncl
definiteness, and the elfect of'this.flttctucttion on acqui.si:iott.

I20 snrdents from three groups ol' learners ot dffirent proJ)ciency levels (40 elementary;, ,10

intermediate and 40 upper intermediote students) y,ere tested. Data collectictn instrument, a forced-
choice elicitation task is usetl. The ta.sk con.sists of 40 short ond contextualized dialogues belonging to

four dffirent contexts; i.e.. definite/specilic', definite/non-specific, indefinite/specific and indefinite/non-
specific. Data were anall;lscl using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPS.S) 17 packet
program (descriptive analysis and one-wat Al';lOI/A (analysis of variance).

The results shou*ed that intermediate level learners exhibited Jluctuation betw,een definiteness ctnd
specificity to a great ertent in (+definite/-specific) and (-deJinite/+speciJic) conterts. Elementarl- level
learners were mare accurate in these contexts exhibiting article omission errors in definite contexts.
Overall, despite certain unexpected re,gults, upper intermediate level students were quite successful in
article assignment i.n defined contexts. This revealed that there is a po,sitive correlation betyveen article
q)stem acquisition and p roficiency.
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l.Introduction
Acquiring a second language is a mystic process. As well as its mystery it is also a long, difficult, and
painful period. Acquisition of the English article system is one of the biggest challenges in this process,

especially for the leamers whose native language has no article system. Article choice in English is
highly complicated, context-specific and beyond simple rules.

Articles are unstressed fulction words, hence perceptually non-salient and semantically lightweight
(Lu and Fen, 200 1 : 44). However , ' a'afrd ' the'constifite two of the ten most frequently used words in
the English language and it is hard to find a spoken or written sentence that does not contain at least

one of the three articles. Despite the fact that articles are the most commonly used words in English,
their usage is in fact surprisingly complex. Many ESL/EFL practitioners, especially writing teachers
realize that the article system is a very difficult aspect of English syntax to learn and
acquire.(Master,1987: 9). Further, ESL teachers find it difficult to understand how or why their students

choose to use the articles in the way they do.

That complexity in article acquisition is partly due to the fact that the Second language learners, mostly
seek one-to-one form-meaning relationship while acquiring the language, so the concepts and the rules
become easier to understand and internalize. However, the article system does not have one-to-one
form-meaning connection in discourse because it is context dependent and too complex to be identified
via simple and one way form-meaning association. Articles in English express highly abstract notions
that are extremely hard to infer, implicitly or explicitly, from the input (DeKeyser, 2005: 5). All these

reasons make the article system acquisition a nightmare for L2 leamers of English. In the pedagogical

literature, ESL teachers report that articles are often their number one diffrculty. (Covitt 1976, cited in
Celce-Murcia and Larsen- Freeman 1983). Yet,the misuse of the article system can lead to a negative

disposition on the part ofthe listener or reader and this is naturally ofconcern to non-native speakers of
English, especially students in their tertiary level, who are frequently required to express themselves in
the written mode. Indeed, it is in the written mode that the article errors are most glaring.
Article usage presents numerous difficulties for Sri Lankan writers too, even for those with a relatively
high level of proficiency in English. Many examples of the inaccurate use of English is scattered
throughout the media, as well as academic and scientific writing of a large number of Sri Lankans.
Since 'a'and 'tbe' are two of the most frequently used English words, the inability to master its
accurate use becomes the most obvious and confidence-shattering difficulty. As academics or scientists
progress in their knowledge of other fields, the recurrent communicative problem over this small but
frequently used word is, as in the learning of any language, a cause of inconvenience or embarrassment
to themselves as well as their peers and superiors. Therefore, it is worth examining the article errors
among students and the reasons for them.

DeKeyser (2005: 5) states that "where the semantic system of the L1 is different from that of theL2, as

it is often the case, or where equivalent notions do not get expressed overtly in Ll, except through
discourse pattems [as in the case of Japanese, Chinese or Korean] the learning problem is serious and
persistent" (DeKeyser, 2005: 5).

Then what are these semantic notions which are so distinctive across languages? Specificity and

definiteness are semantic universals of the UG and represented in some form or another in all
languages. In some languages, these universals are expressed through word-order, case markers or
discourse patterns. Some languages have lexical denotations to assign those universals and articles are

one way ofachieving this. Ionin (2003) asserts that "languages use articles to encode either specificity
or definiteness" (85). For the languages which have an overt morphology to encode UG governed
semantic universals, there are two settings for the representation of articles. It means UG assign fwo
settings on which articles are based, the specificity setting or the definiteness setting.
Germanic languages such as German and English instantiate the definiteness setting. In Samoan,

arlicles are distinguished on the basis of specificity (Kim and Lakshmanan,2009:91).Fernando.S.
(2008) states that main source of errors among Sri Lankan students is the use of 'the'and it is worth
examining the difference between English and the Sri Lankan languages in expressing concepts like
definiteness. I
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2. Statement of the Problem

When the relevant literature is taken into consideration, it is evident that the article acquisition of the

English Language by Second Language learners is an issue wofih examining. Although it is well
known that many second language (L2) learners have trouble using articies "properly," the primary
causes of their difficulties remain unclear. This research addresses this problem by examining the effect
of semantic universals, namely definiteness and specificity in acquisition of the English Article System

by Li Sinhalese Leamers. By doing this, the present study attempts to better understand the process of
"making sense" of the English article system by learners who are at different stages in their

interlanguage development.

As mentioned above, the aim of this study is to investigate the effects of semantic universals in the

acquisition English article system by L l Sinhalese leamers.

Depending on the purposes, the research questions of this study are;

1) What are the systematic errors of Ll Sinhalese learners on the course of English article system

acquisition?

2) What are the reasons of these systernatic errors obseled in L1 Sinhalese learners'data?
3) What are the developmental features of Sinhalese leamers' acquisition of English articles? Does

proficiency have an effect in the correct use ofarticles?

3. Objective of the Study

The main objective of this study is to examine the second language acquisition of the English article

system by Sinhalese leamers in order to search for the role of certain semantic universals of UG during

the acquisition process. More specificaily, it eramines the role that definiteness and specificity play in
the acquisition of English articles by L1 Sinhalese learners.

The data will also be analyzed to hnd out the roie ofproficiency level on the course of arlicle system

acquisition.

4. Review of Literature

Engiish arlicle system has quite simple forms for articles; "a(n)" for the indefinite expression and "the"
lor tire deflnite expression. Despite thrs simplicity, mastering the system is quite chalienging for L2

leamers; especially for the ones whose L1 is a ARTICLE language. Many studies have been devoted

to Article system acquisition. Many early studies have been carried out in order to examine the article

use of I-2 iearners. see their accuracy rates and find out the acquisition order r:f afiicies. Some of the

studies focus on the acquisition order and accuracy of the articies but additionaily they come up with
pedagogical implications lor language teachers.

Recerrtl.v, researches have started to exarnine the process r'vithin a generative perspective. Various

studies have been carried out with learners from various Lis anci the resuits have been discussed from
LrG, L 1 transf'er and L2 input points oi-view This study also tbcuses on examining the role of semantic

noticns cn the acquisition of English articles.

Huebner's (1983) ciassification (-which itseif rvas based on Bickerton, 198i) has been one of the most

wideiy used modeis for the analysis of English noun phrase (NP) environments. A slightiy modified
versic-n oi Hirebner's model is used in this study since previous reseatch relies on his methodology. In

lluebner's modei the use of English articles is determined by the semantic function of the NP in
discourse. According to the model, English NPs are classified by two discourse features of
referentiaiity-namely. u'hether a noun is a specific referent [+/-SR], and whether it is assumed as

known to the hearer [+/- HK]. These two aspects of referentiality thus give rise to four basic NP

contexts that determine article use. The cootexts are definite-specific, indeflnite-specific, definite-

nonspecifi c and indefinite-nonspecifi c
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Various studies (Kubota l994,Fen and Lu 2001, Butler 2002,Ektert2004,20}7Bergeron Matoba 2007)
have all pointed out the fact that definiteness and specificity is used interchangeably by the students;

especially by the intermediate level students. As a result, "the" is overused. This is supported by the

research done by S.F.Maharoof (2014) taking a sample of Sri Lankan students following their degree

programmes in Eastern University. According to her the greatest fraction of error in article usage has

occurred due to overuse and overgeneralization, especially in the definite article'the'in the formation

ofnominal phrases in generic reference and definiteness. The presence ofan approximating counterpart

of the indefinite article in both Tamil and Sinhala does not make the indefinite article usage that

problematic as the definite article. As it is there is misuse of the appropriate article in the appropriate

position especially in the use of defrnite afiicle'the'. Sometimes they seem to compare the sentence

with that of their first language, kying to do a literal translation in order to get an Ll equivalent.

However articles do not have a one to one correspondence between the Ll &L2 of the learners. So

they have used inappropriate rules governing the article usage in English.

Siromi Fernando, who also has examined the use of the defrnite article 'the'in academic essays by Sri
Lankan undergraduates at the Department of English, University of Colombo states that Sri Lankan

students make more errors in the category of Cataphoric reference, totalling about 38 %. Further she

argues that the iglorance of rules pertaining to the use of 'the' and lack of correction of written work,

or correction without explanation of reasons for errors contributed to problems regarding the use of
'the'.She highlights the need for examination of the difference between English and the Sri Lankan

languages in expressing concepts like definiteness .It was also suggested that the difficulties in the use

of 'the' can be effectively dealt with through discussion and systematic teaching of the rules. In
addition, the categories that led to a large numbers of errors in the use of 'the', like cataphoric

reference, should be emphasized in teaching.

It is obvious that language acquisition is a long process. During this process, alternation and

development are inevitable. In literature few studies focus on developmental process of article system

acquisition of second language learners. Serving for this purpose, Kim and Lakshmanan(2009) have

recently carried a research to investigate the developmental process of leamers' article acquisition.
According to therq in the on-line task both advance and intermediate level learners associated definite
article with specificify and they fluctuated between definiteness and specificity. However, advance

learners do not exhibit fluctuation between the semantic universals of UG; they show native like
performance. So far many sfudies have been examined and some common results have been obtained.

The results drawn from the studies are listed below; L2 leamers of English tend to overuse the in
specific/indefinite contexts, L2. learners of English tend to associate the definite article with specificity
which causes fluctuation between two settings; definiteness and specificity while trying to set the

correct parameter for the article choice. This fluctuation lasts until the input kiggers which are so

subtle, ambiguous and context-dependent so difficult to realize eventually lead the L2 learners to

choose the right setting for the article choice.

In certain studies, Ll overrides fluctuation; whereas some other researches argue that UG is the

dominant force in ACP setting, no matter what the Ll is. This result provides further and much stronger

support for UG accessibility. This research is expected to support these common results and stand as a

flrther contribution for the field.

5. Methodology

This study examined the effect of semantic notions in the second language acquisition of the English
articles .The 120 participants for this study were all students of Advanced Technological Institute,
Kandy who were expecting to follow different Higher National Diplomas in English medium. They
were all in ESL (English as a Second Language) context.
When a new batch is taken, they were given a proficiency test and according to the results of the test
their proficiency levels were determined. For the study, learners from three different levels were tested;
40 elementary students, 40 intermediate level students and 40 upper-intermediate level students. Their
ages ranged ftom20-27.
Participants were all tested in the classroom by the researcher herself. They were given halfan hour to
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complete a forced-choice elicitation task, which is composed of 40 contextualized mini-dialogues. The
contexts are definite-specific, indefinite-specific, definite-nonspecific and indefinite-nonspecific as the
research focused especially on how far the semantic notions, namely specificity and definiteness, affect
article acquisition. Each context has mini dialogues and in total there were 40 conversations. The order
of the items in the task was truly random. In the task, in each dialogue. the target sentence was missing
an article.
The learners were asked to choose among the articles given ( a I an lthei O ) basing their responses on
the proceeding context. A11 the task items were contextualized because it is known that the
interpretation of nouns or NPs (hence the required arlicle) may change depending on the contexts.
Some slots might have been filled in with more than one article. In order to avoid such ambiguity,
diaiogues were contextualized so that the parlicipants could understand the situations clearly.
Before the task was distributed, the participants were infomed that the pupose is not to test their
accuracy but their intuitions about the article choice. So they were asked to choose the article which
first comes to their mind and not to change their answers. Most of the students finished the
questionnaire eariier.
For this research two different analysis techniques have been performed. The first one is the descriptive
analysis of the SPSS 17.0 packet program. This analysis shows us at rvhat percentages leamers assign
the target article and make errors. The second technique is one way ANOVA. This techlique is applied
in order to compare the means of parlicipants from drft'erent levels and to see how signil'rcant the
parlicipants'mean scores are in four diffbrent contexts with respect to their proflciency levels.

6. Results and Discussion

This study yielded quite important findings related to the acquisition of English Article System by
Sinhalese learners. The results find considerable support from literature and this strengthens my study.
First of all, in this study article choices of leamers fi'om three different proficiency levels were
examined and effects of definiteness and speciticit;- to thetr article choice were investigated. Research
hlpotheses were proven by the results. Nty rnain hlpothesis was rhat Sinhalese learners vri11 associate
the definite article u,ith specificit1.. so they u,iil fluctuate.
As a result of this fluctuation, they rvil1 overuse definite article in -definitei+specific contexrs and
indefinite article in +definite/-specific context. It was also assumed that fluctuation frequency wiil
differ according to the proficiency level and a negative correlation will be observed. These hypotheses
and research questions found their supporlslargely from the results.
First research question was about the systematic effors ol Sinhalese leamers on the course of English
article system acquisition. As an answer fcr thrs question the most imporlant finding in the study is that
Ll Sinhalese learners overused certain arlicles in cerlain contexts.
In +definite/-specihc and -definitei'+specific contexts especialiy internrediate level leamersoverused
the indefinite article a and definite arlicle the respectively. Overuses were observed in many studies in
literature as well (Butier. 2002; Ekierl, 2aM,2001: Kubota, 1994; Lu ancl Fen, 2001; Kaku, 2006; Kim
and Lakshmanan, 2009; Ionin et al, 2008; Ionin and Wexler, 2003; Ionin et al, 2003, 2004: Snape,
2005a,2005b; Zdorenko and Paradis. 20A1a.2007b among many others).
All these studies support the results of tliis study. As rveli as the rcsults itself, the reason is crucial. The
reasons ol the obsert ed ot,eruscs are the answer ot- the second research question. Taking related
literafure and theoretical knowledge as the background it lvas arsued that like other L2 leamers of
English tiom article-1ess Ianguages, L1 Sinhalese iearners olEnglish associate the dellnite article with
specificity instead ofdefiniteness. The reasor. oftiris association is that specihcitv distinctions are lncre
basic than detiniteness distinctions iir ihe serrtence. N{oreor.ei', according to Kim anci Lakshmanan
(2009), the selection ol specificity setting for tire det'iriite article may aiso be triggered by the input. It
means that dellniteness is less transparent in the input; it is hard to infer the meaning of definiteness
and definites are ilore frequently specitic in the input.
As a result of the frequency bias in the input, L2 leamers of English associate the delinite article u,ith
specificity. When the context is specific, they perceive it as definite. This r-nisinterpretation causes
oventses in the conterts wirere definiteiress and specificity harre contrastive values (u,hen one of them
is (+) the other is (-)). In +definite/-specif"rc contexts learners tend to nse ihe iudetinite article because
the specificity feature has (-) vaiue and in -deiiriite/*specific contexts they use the definite afiicle as
the context has (+) specific vaiue. Ionin (2003) fbrmaHzed these overuses.
According to this parameter and the hypothcsis on the way of ianguage acquisition, L2 leamels of
English have full access to UG. UG provides learrrers i.vith both of the settings of the ACP. Hou,ever,
L2 learners do not know ll'hich setting is the correot one for the target language so they shou,,optional
adherence to both settings of UG; definiteness and specificity. It means they fluciuate between these
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two values. Some of the time they assign arlicles on the basis of specificity but some of the time
definiteness is the setting for the article choice. This fluctuation lasts until the input leads them to set
the right parameter 1'or the article choice in the target language. Ilorvever, setting the right parameter
takes time because input iriggers are discourse based and discourse and pragmatics ate acquired quite
late and through experience. This factor makes the article systern acquisitir:n process quite challenging
for learners. Howevet, once the leamers have controi orrer the discourse and reach the input triggers,
they start to master the article system.
The third research question was about the developmental features ol the English article system
acquisition process of Siniralese learners and it was eramined rvhether the proficienci' hai,e an eifect on
the process or not. Obtaineii results clearly answered these questions. According to the resulis, the
highest flucfliation is observeci in iletinitei+spsciirc contexts and the highest fluctuatron percentage
belongs to the intermediate group. fhis finciing is contrary to the research hypothesis that elementary
level learners rvould be more coniused in ihese contexts with contrasting values and be less accurate in
assigning the target article. f']ris unexpected result finds supporl from literature (Butler, 2002; Ekiert,
2004;Lu and Fen,2001). The possibie reason ofthis unexpected accuracy might be that at this stage of
acquisition leamers start to become au'ale of the syntactic propeities of definiteness and indetiniteness
in English, so they are confused and lluciuate between definiteness and specificity. Butler (2002)
explains the reason of this inconsisterrcl, ivith her hlpotheses. She argues that article choice of iower
proficiency level leartrers is inlluenccd b.,, the ruies taught by their teachers and uritten in their rert
books. These rules are stored and useci ir.rthout clear ,;nderstanding ol definiteness or specificity. As
there is rules and formulas in their mincis. there is no conlr,rsion, or 1et's say no fi'.rctuation. When they
become intermediate, they recognize tiieir errors. This effect of recognition leads learners to confusion
in their article choice. Thev siafi to assign articies rvith their ne$l'/ acquired au,areness and it brings
learners to adopt a number of temporary. ad iroc hvpotheses tbr choosrng articles (Butler. 2002:467). As
they improve in tenns of their iangua-{e proficiency reliance on m1e-baseci hvpotheses decrease and
leamers realize that they should aiso consider speaker-hearer knoi,r4edge and the context in u,hich the
given article is used. It means that in tirne tliey set ihe parameter for the article choice appropriately.
The results of this study largely support this assertion because upper-intermediate level learners'
fluctuation rates are quite minor boih rn -deflr1ite/+specific and +dehnitei-specific contexts. However,
they still do not show-native-iike performance in these contexts. This finding takes us to the lact that
the acquisition of the articie svstem in Errglish is a difficult process'uvhich requires quite a long time. It
takes time because in order to choose the correct article, leamers should evaluate the discourse and find
out the input triggers ivhich will lead them to the correct choice. However, input triggers are discourse
based and discourse and pragrnatics are acquired quite iate and through experience. So eliciting cues
from the input to choose the right setiing is not possible due to the current level of L2 iearners. As
leamers have not lully acquired or niastered the acquisition ol discourse and pragmatics yet. they
manifest fluctuation.

7. Conclusion and Reeornmendations

In the overall sense the aim of my study is to contribute to the iiterature of English Arlicle System
acquisition by Sinhalese learners and widen the spectrum ofthe researches.
At a specific level the purpose is to examine the effect of semantic notions in second language
acquisition of the English afiicle system b1, Sinhalese learners and investigate the rcle of definiteness
and specificity during the acquisitiou process. It is also aimed to f,rnd cut the role ol the proficiency
leve1 on the course ofarticle system acquisiiion. The data for the thesis was collected from the students
of Advanced Technological Institute, Kanciy. Stricients from 3 different proficiency levels were tested.
As the Cata coliection instrument. a forced choice elicitation task u'as prepared. This task consisted of
40 short dialogues u,hich depended on ibur different contexts; +definitei+specific, +def-rnite/-specific, -

definite/+specific, -definite/-specific. Cciiected data was anaiyzeci by means of SPSS 17 package
program using the descriptive anaiysis :nd ANO!-A techniques. The lesuits of the study were mr:stly in
line with the hypotheses.
It was expected that especiaily elenientary and intermediate ievel lean:ers would tluctuate between
definiteness and specificity in +definite1-specit'rc, -definite/+specific contexts because they would
associate the definite articie u,'ith specificity insteaC ol definiteness. This fluctuation would last until
they became proficient enough and input leaded them to assign the right ar1ic1e. As expected,
intermediate level leamers fluctuated betrveen definiteness and specificity and overused "a" and "the"
in f+defi111s7-specificl, f-definite/+specific] contexts. However, contrary to my predictions, elementary
level learners performed better than intermediate counterpafts. From upper-intermediates' side the
results were quite satisfactory; they did well nearly in all contexts. lt proved that proficiency level helps
article system acquisition and learners can perform better in time on the course of Engiish Article
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System acquisition.
As weli as fluctuation, omission effors were also observed. Especiaily elementary level leamers tended
to omit afiicles in [+ds6n11./+specific] conrext. Articles omission rates mostly observed in definite
contexts. In general all leamers were better in f-definite/-specific] context anci w,orse in [+dsfin1e7-
specific] and f+definite/+specific] contexts.
The present study yielded important results related to the acquisition of English arlicies by Sinhalese
leamers and in the light of these results it is possibie to come up v-,,ith cefiain implications to heip
teachers.

ln order to achieve efficient teaching ol arlicies, iirstly, leamers sirould be aware of the underlying
reasons of their article choices. It means that they should know according to -what they are expected to
assign articles in that target language. in that sense, leamers shoulcl be informed about semantic
universals of UG; specificity and definiteness. The iogic behincl their arlicle choice should be explained
to them. Fluctuation and specificity shoulci be taken seriously because it may cause fossriization.
In the data it was found out that Sinhalese iearuers of English showed sensitivity to local contextual
clues. They directly assigned the definite arlicle lor items which has a relative clause structure. Relative
clause structure leads leamers to a confusion because they hacl been taught that before the relative
clause strucrure definite article must be used. As a result most of the learners used definite article
without considering the context's itself.
Keeping this in mind, it is possibie to sr.iggest that while introducing the arlrcle system, formulaic and
rigid rules should be avoided. Afiicles should be taught in context, not separately. Moreover classroom
activities should be more meaning-tiased rather than rule-based. Articie system is too compiex and
detailed to be explained r,ia simple formal rules and assigning the correct article depends on diicourse.
In language acquisition, the role of comprehensible input cannot be denied. During the article sysrem
acquisition process, students should be provided as much con'lprehensible input as possible because
input triggers have a crucial role in discourse analysis, so in assigning the corect arlicle. For that
purpose, it is possible to use comr:runicative actrvities in the class while explaining the article system
because communicative activities are the best way to provide students rvith real life comprehensible
input with a real discourse.
Another imponant point is that srudies in literature have rer.ealed that there is a nafural order in afiicie
system acquisition. The indefinite article is acquired later than the definite article because its semantic
conditioning is more complex than the definite ar1icle. While teaching the article system, teachers
should bear this order r'n mind. Follou,ing thrs order may help classroom teaching.
Lastly, acquisition ofthe English afiicie system is a long, diffrcult and painful pio."s so iearners need
time to master over articles in English. As a result teachers should be patient during the process.
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